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recently collected, will provide a more secure paleon-
tologic basis for correlation with type-Villafranchian 
ecology. 

Although no materials suitable for radiometric dat
ing of type Villafranchian has been found, volcanic 
rocks associated with the correlative Etouaires fauna 
near Issoire, France, have yielded a K/Ar date of 3.4 
m.y. The nearby younger Villafranchian fauna of 
Roca Neyra is 2.3 m.y. In beds from a zone between 
these two faunas is the fossil flora of Boissac, of peri 
mediterranean type dominated by deciduous trees and 
containing bamboo. 

The oldest geological indications of cold climate 
that have been dated in the Auvergne of France are 
at Coupet (solifluction), 1.9 m.y., and Vazeills (crio-
turbated earth), 1.8 m.y. Coupet also has a fauna, 
thought by Bout to be mid-Villafranchian. 

The oldest glacial deposit dated from the Northern 
Hemisphere (Sierra Nevada) is 2.7 m.y., whereas the 
oldest evidence of Pleistocene cold climate in the 
Southern Hemisphere (New Zealand) is slightly older 
than 2.,'! m.y. 

SCHWADE, IRVING T., Atlantic-Richiield Com
pany, Los Angeles, Calif. 

GEOLOGIC QUANTIFICATION: DESCRIPTION —» NUMISEKS 
->SUCCESS RATIO ( T H E NUMBERS GAME, OK EvAi.r-
.4TING OUR WORK WITHOUT ACTUALLV USING DICI:) 
Continually increasing emphasis on the economic 

aspects of risk/return ratio is essential in a successful 
oil-exploration program. Such an economic analysis 
attempts to predict the ultimate financial return from 
the original investment based on (1) various estimat 
ed, largely dimensional parameters, and (2) the as
sumption that the wildcat test will be a discovery. In 
the past, probability of success, the fundamental ele
ment in any drilling decision, commonly has been de
termined subjectively by the geologist. His means of 
making such a determination has been based largely 
on his "feel" for the area, his experience, and perhaps 
a desire to take advantage of an element of luik 
where positive supporting evidence is lacking. The ge
ologist rarely recommends a prospect witli a risk fat -
tor less than 1 in 4, or 1 in 5, yet statistical results of 
domestic wildcat drilling, considering only those tests 
in which technical advice has been used, are about 1 
in 8. This poor record in prediction, based on subjec
tive factors, must be supplanted by some system .)f 
estimation in which descriptive geology is translatable 
into numbers that may be converted into a mcasur 
able probability of success. 

\n exploration prospect check list is presented to 
illustrate the evaluation method. This list is organized 
into three primary classes of fundamental geologic 
data essential to any prospect. The absence of favor
able development of any one of these ordinarily re
sults in a wildcat failure. Each primary class is subdi
vided into categories, some of which are separated 
further into sub-categories. The ultimate division in 
the classification is a check list of 210 geologic ele
ments. Up to .38 elements are considered in the c\alu-
ation of any prospect. Translation of geologic descrip
tion to numbers is accomplished by relating the geo 
logic details with each of the above elements that is 
pertinent to the obiective. From careful consideration 
of the check list, the expected condition of develop
ment of each element that is essential to the pros|iect 
is compared with what might be considered o|)timuni 
development of that element for the area. The sum of 
the percentages of optimum development of :ill perti

nent elements under each of the primary classes of 
data is a measure of the probability of optimum de
velopment of any major trapping factor. According to 
the probability theory, the percentage chance of geo
logic success is the product of the percentage chance 
of development of the three trapping factors. Exam 
pies taken from actual case histories, considering the 
state of knowledge prior to drilling, demonstrate how 
percentage probability of success and risk is deter
mined. 

If the geologists' largely descriptively oriented 
profession is to survive as a provider of significant 
technical advice to the highly competitive and cost-
conscious domestic oil industry, the geologist must 
seek to translate his determinations into tangible 
terms more suited to comprehension by a non-geologi-
cally oriented management. Quantification, as present
ed here, is one approach toward that end. It is hoped 
that this approach will stimulate continued improve
ment of the system, or provide the impetus for the 
spawning of others, which may result in substantial 
improvement in the selection of prospects which result 
in economic successes. If the present domestic ] in S 
discovery-to-dry-hole ratio is reduced to the desired 1 
in 5, exploration costs would almost be cut in half; 
this might result in :i i'oni|>lele rejuvenation of our 
domestic oil industr\ ' 

SHARM.\. G. D., Institute of Marine Science, Uni 
versify of Alaska, C'ulle.-ie. .\laska 

SILICA: Soi:Rcr. AMI nwiKinn ION l.̂ J SOTTHKASTEKN 
ALASKA 

The area of iti\e>ti^:Ltion lies between lat. 
.S()°-59" X. and long. I?-;' -l.w" W. This coastal 
region consists of a complex of fiords, estuaries, chan
nels, and straits Samples fmni standard hydrographic 
depths were collected from Ĉ stations occupied every 
2 months during lOdS lOoO. Cores and grab samples 
also were retrieved to study the lithologic character 
and interstitial water i. oniposition. Samples from 
major rivers and it reams were also collected. 

The period of collection included two seasons when 
blooms of diatoms were nnlired in the inlet waters. 
Silica concentration betueeti blooms varied at 
different depths with I he maximum at the surface and 
minimum at the bottom. The silica-salinity ratio di 
agram indicated fresh w;iter as a minor source for sili
ca during summer i iths However, during winter 
months, the silica .se<'ms tn recvcle from deeper waters 
t<i replenish surfiici' siliia n'oioved by siliceous orga
nisms. 

Approximate estimations ol silica utilization during 
diatom blooms were m:ide by silica-salinity ratio dia
grams. The removal of silic:i during the September, 
1963, bloom appeared to he 12 per cent of the total 
amount of silica present in the system during the 
month of November. 106,̂  low biological activity). 

The vertical distribution dl silica in glacially-fed 
areas such as Glacier Ba> ^howed a homogeneous 
mixing with no sharj) halocliiie throughout the year-
Chatham Strait, on the other hand, was stratified dur
ing the summer, and there \'.;LS no sharp halocline 
during the winter months 

The silica concentration in interstitial waters 
showed a higher cnncenlrati<>n in basins with finer 
sediments and louer concentiations in basins located 
near the source with cnarsei detrital sediments. No 
relation between silica an l̂ niahir ion concentration in 
interstitial waters i.i;is oli~i rvc! 
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